
RATIONALE
Creating an inclusive and accessible

exhibition/museum space for individuals with

physical impairments by incorporating features like

wheelchair ramps, elevators, tactile exhibits,

Braille descriptions, sign language interpretation,

and sensory-friendly elements. the ultimate goal

was to ensure a welcoming environment catering to

diverse needs while also providing an immersive and

enriching experience, blending education,

entertainment, and cultural enrichment.
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lasts upto 10 years

provides unto 90% Solar Protection, allows Light

Transmission Up to 35% and is showerproof

PVClasts upto 20 years

protects from 100% of harmful rays, allows Light

Transmission Up to 20% , is waterproof and also

recyclable 

When it is released, a system of springs causes it to

unfold and take shape. Its  motion is controlled by a

motor that allows it to move downwards as it closes

or upward as it blooms and opens

the steel coloums hold the entire structure up from

the ground floor up making it extremely sturdy 
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SITE ANALYSIS

ground floor

consisting of the 5

sensory rooms

touch room on the

ground floor

sensory spire cafe

on the first floor

retractable

installation that

erects from the

ground floor and

envelops the first

floor 

EXPANDED
ISOMETRIC

Edinburgh, Lauriston

Place, Edinburgh College

Of Art

floorplan

left elevation

front elevation

right elevation

the five sense rooms

on the ground floor

aim to stimulate

your senses while

also showcasing fine

art from all over

the uk.

the sensory spire

cafe on the first

floor is created

with the intention of

converging the

entire space into an

accessible and

enriching brasserie.

VISION VISION

DESIGN
a fusion of contemporary and

futuristic design using hues

of grey, ivory and green to

create a more minimal look. 


